Mechanism of Kupffer cells in hepatitis infected by hepatitis B and C virus
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ABSTRACT

The infection of hepatitis B virus or hepatitis C virus (HBV / HCV) is the most common cause of the chronic liver disease. Kupffer cells (KC)s, the largest number of viscera macrophages, are located in the sinusoid of the hepatic and play an extremely significant role in hepatic chronic inflammation after HBV / HCV infection. KCs could affect the secretion of cytokines and the interaction among cells via a variety of signalling pathways and they could regulate the inflammatory response and immune activities as well. The activation of KCs could balance inflammation and anti-inflammation, maintaining the stability of internal environment in vivo. Studies of KCs have the significance of the understanding of pathogenic mechanisms and the access to the treatment of HBV/HCV infection. Meanwhile, such studies might help to delay the development of fibrosis, cirrhosis and even carcinoma of liver after HBV / HCV infection.
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INTRODUCTION

Kupffer cells (KC)s are located in the liver, and play an extremely important role as a kind of macrophage. The access to obtaining KCs for studies is a progress, while there are still problems reminded to be solved. The lack of specific receptors and markers makes it difficult to do further study. Recent researches show that KCs could regulate the inflammatory response and immune activities. Besides secreting cytokines, KCs might activate non-specific immune cells and exert inflammatory response as well. Whereas, KCs are considered to be involved in the tolerance of immune activities. Persistent inflammatory activities could cause the continuous activation of KCs, which might contribute to cells damage, fibrosis, and ultimately hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Upon those, researches on the mechanism of KCs in hepatitis B virus and hepatitis C virus infection would conduce to the treatment of these hepatitis, as well as slowing the evolution of fibrosis, cirrhosis and HCC, which makes the research of the distinctive receptors and markers a crucial role in the progress of serial study. This paper will discuss the characters of KCs, the isolation of KCs, the function of KCs in hepatitis B and hepatitis C virus infection, and the contribution of KCs to the fibrosis, cirrhosis and HCC.

CHARACTERISTICS OF KUPFFER CELLS

Kupffer cells (KC)s are the largest number of viscera macrophages, almost 80% of monocyte-macrophages in the liver.¹ KCs are located in the sinusoid of liver, where is near the portahepatis and veins. KCs are exposed to the pathogens earlier than any other innate immune cells,
which are considered as the first barrier of immunity, together with the sinusoidal cells to defense the pathogens from the gut refluxing through the venous portal blood. KCs play special roles in scavenging and phagocytosing, maintaining the homeostasis in vivo by the tolerance of immunity, which could avoid the excessive activation of immune system.2

**Phenotypes of KCs**

On the condition that KCs have sharing phenotypes of monocyte-macrophages and marrow cells, the identification of KCs is rough via immunohistochemistry and flow cytometry, especially in the steady state condition. Researchers indicated that KCs could be identified by the antibodies directly by CD14, CD16, and CD68, which are not only found in KCs or macrophages but also in dendritic cells. All of them, KCs, macrophages as well as dendritic cells, are deemed as monocyte-derived macrophages.3 Therefore, phenotypes available currently are non-specific. Besides the specific markers, it could be speculated that KCs might be identified by the morphology and phagocytic ability.

**Function of KCs**

Since KCs are settled in the hepatic sinusoid, they are deemed as the first barrier, and are exposed easily to pathogens from the gut. When hepatic portal vein recruits blood from mesenteric vein and liver, KCs could be activated by lipopolysaccharide (LPS) through the toll like receptor (TLR).4 To avoid damaging the liver on the condition of excessive inflammatory response, KCs are able to restrict the self-activation, playing a role in the immune tolerance with the secretion of Interleukin-10 (IL-10).5

Some studies suggested that KCs obtained from the liver tissue could release low level of TNF and IL-12p40 upon the stimulation with the agonist for TLR4 ex-vivo.4,5 However, KCs turned to secrete more cytokines like IL-12, and tumor necrosis factor (TNF) with the ligating of TLR4 and some other TLRs.6 The weak ability of KCs to produce cytokines might be related to the immunity tolerance in the homeostasis in-vivo.

KCs are also considered to play a role in the expansion and differentiation of liver progenitor cells (LPC) during chronic liver injury.7 LPCs can be activated and then differentiated into hepatocytes and cholangiocytes, leading to the generation of regenerative nodules and functional restoration, which are found usually in chronic and severe injury.8 But the mechanism of it haven’t been stated clearly.

**ISOLATION OF KCs**

The source of liver materials is important for the analysis of KCs. The material is always obtained from the liver graft perfusate or the liver tissue. The liver graft perfusate has its advantage of preservation over the liver tissue. Tissue-derived KCs are extracted by the collagenase, which causes much cellular debris and might change the function and phenotypes of KCs. There is an upgraded method to obtain KCs. The procedure includes the Collagenase perfusion in vivo, discontinuous density gradient centrifugation, and selective wall-pasting, which is proved to could obtain KCs with high biological-activity and the operation is easy at the same time.9

**MECHANISM OF KCs IN HBV/HCV INFECTION**

HBV is a double-stranded DNA virus replicating via RNA intermediates, while HCV is a positive-strand RNA retrovirus.10 The infection of HBV or HCV is restricted by the macrophages with activation of the receptors inside or outside cells. KCs probably control the infection by the restricting the infection, secreting cytokines or maintaining the interaction among inflammatory cells.10,11

**KCs regulate the infection of HBV and HCV**

CD14+ is identified as the costimulatory molecules. Research suggested that HBsAg could interact with monocytes via CD14+-dependent receptors, and with dendritic cells via the mannose receptors. Receptors mentioned are both expressed on KCs.4 Meanwhile, HCV-E2 is able to bind to KC on the dependence of CD81 when KCs are incubated together with HCV-E2. The DC-SIGN (dendritic cell-specific intercellular adhesion molecule-3-grabbing non-integrin), however, which can not be found in hepatocytes, is observed to promote HCV to bind on KCs.11

HBV virus particles and HbsAg could induce non-parenchymal hepatocytes to produce some cytokines like TNF. And NF-κB are deemed to be involved in this procedure. Meanwhile, HCV core could simulate KCs and macrophages to produce pro-inflammatory mediators and the immunosuppressive factor. IL-10, Which is mentioned before as cytokines playing a role in immunity tolerance, is included.11,13 Then replication of HBV in the hepatocytes is suppressed by TNF in a non-cytopathic method. IL-1β is a product of CD68 non-parenchymal hepatocytes. In the chronic HCV patients, IL-1β and CD68 are observed co-expression in immunofluorescence. And the concentration of IL-1β in HCV patients is much higher than that in healthy people.11,13,14 IL-1β is induced by inflammasome 3 (NLRP3) via Caspase-1. HBV could activate NLRP3 via Rac1, while T cell immunoglobulin and mucindomain-containing molecule (TIM-4) inhibit the activation of NLRP3.4 As certain study shows, KCs with ED1+ express rather low level of IL-1β, IL-6 and TNF when exposed to HBV, but could produce imminoregulatory cytokines TGFβ instead.16 Meanwhile, NS3 could be recognized by KCs via TLR4 and the signaling is able to transmit into intracellular, contributing to the activation of NK-κB and promoting the release of TNF-α.17 However, TNF contributes to the greater permeability of
hepatocytes. The fact that LPS could promote KCs to produce TNF could indirectly facilitates the HCV infection of liver.6

KCs could kill the infected cells in various ways. KCs would activate the natural killer (NK) and natural killer T cell (NKT) by secreting cytokines. NK and NKT would produce cytokines like TNF, IFN-γ, chemotactic factors, even some kind of cytotoxins. The chemotactic factors and cytokines could affect the immune response of liver by infiltrating leukocytes which were recruited and activated already.7 Research also indicated that KCs of the mouse could present antigens to CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, contributing to the produce of IFN-γ.18

Besides that, KCs, which are known as non-specific innate immune cells, are able to express cytotoxin molecules such as Fas-ligand, perforin, granzyme B, and ROS, facilitating the lysis of infected hepatocytes, even non-infected hepatocytes, which damages the liver furtherly. Besides the protective impact, the cytokotins even damage more on the liver although it is originally produced to prevent the harm.19-22 KCs do play an inverse role in the HBV / HCV infection.20

**KCs regulate the immune in HBV / HCV infection**

It is reported that HBV/HCV, which interferes TRL pathway, RIG-1 signaling pathway and inflammatory reaction in hepatocytes and other immune cells, is able to inhibit the function of KCs. For instance, as for patients infected with HBV and found HBeAg-positive, TLR2 is much lower than it is in the HBeAg-negative individuals. IL-6, TNF, and IL-12, which could be induced by TLR2, were inhibited as well in a study that incubated human monocytes together with HBeAg or HBsAg.20-22 IFN-γ, TRAIL, and TLR2 all could be produced by KCs.20,21 In the liver tissue obtained from chronic HCV patients, the cytokines produced by the macrophagocytes and the TLR induced by monocytes are suppressed by the HCV core protein. Moreover, HCV core protein could suppressed IFN-γ and TNF-related apoptosis - inducing ligand(TRAIL) via TLR pathways.20,21 Likewise, TLR2 signaling pathway is involved in the inhibitory action of HBeAg. The expression of TLR3 is much lower in the chronic HBV patients than the controlled-infection patients. After the antiviral therapy, the level of TLR3 can be promoted and almost restored.23

HBV/HCV may influence the produce of immune-regulation cells and improve the tolerance of immune activities. In some study of mouse, it’s suggested that the HCV core protein would cause the higher product of IL-10, and IL-10 could help with immunity tolerance.24 Moreover, IL-10 is observed to be markedly higher not only in chronic HCV patients but also in chronic HBV patients.25 IL-10 could down-regulate the Major Histocompatibility Complex, MHC- II and co-stimulatory molecular, suppressing interaction between KC-NK and the presentation of antigen.26 In the HBV-infected mouse model, KCs and IL-10 all play roles in the immune tolerance of antigen-specific towards HBsAg vaccination.27 In addition, some study claimed that HBV could make KCs produce TGF-β instead of pro-inflammatory factors, and TGF-β was reported to maintain the immune tolerance of autologous antigen.15

In chronic HBV/HCV infection, programmed death 1(PD-1), cytotoxic T lymphocyte-associated antigen-4(CTLA-4), TIM-3, CD244 and other markers which could testify the differentiation grade of T cells, such as CCR7, can be identified on the virus specificity CD4+T cells. The level of PD-L1,PD-L2 and PD-1 are all higher in the chronic HBV / HCV infected patients in comparison with healthy individuals, and are considered to have relations to the severity of the infection.28 And the continuous presentation of inhibitors such as PD-1 and TIM-3 might involve with the function and exhaustion of CD+8 T and CD+4 T.29 Nevertheless, the up-regulation of inhibitory receptors,which are based on the macrophages of the liver and the inflammatory activities involved with macrophages caused directly by the infection of HBV/HCV or by the mechanism of negative feedback after ongoing inflammation, still remains uncertain.

When the NLRP3 is activated by virus, there are various pathways to suppress both the activities of KCs and the inflammatory response via inhibition of the NLRP3 activity. The following is the main mechanism of the inhibition by virus: interference with the function of ASC and the inhibition of Caspase-1 activation, preventing IL-1β via the suppression of NF-κB activation and prevent IL-1β directly.30

The increasing expression of FasL and the growing level of ALT were reported to be observed in the chronic HBV infected patients. In addition, the granzyme B and perforin are all expressed in the chronic HBV/HCV patients. The product mentioned does harm to both infected cells and normal cells, making extra damage to the liver. As it is known that HBV/HCV cannot cause death of hepatocytes directly. The death of hepatocytes is the outcome of antivirus activities in vivo.31

**THE ROLE OF KCs IN THE FIBROSIS AND HCC**

Hepatocellular carcinoma is the most common carcinoma of the liver, which is always secondary to the chronic inflammation and cirrhosis. KCs are considered as the promoter of fibrosis, cirrhosis and even the carcinoma. The persistent inflammation would damage liver via the apoptosis and necrosis of hepatocytes, which could continuously activate KCs and promote the produce of downstream cellular molecular consequently.

TNF-α, for insurance, would cause extra damages on the tissue. The increasing cellular molecular secreted by KCs, the recruited monocyte as well as neutrophil could lead to the compensatory proliferation of hepatocytes.18
KCs accelerate fibrosis

Abundant of fiber is produced to the tissue-repair. The degree and the duration of the damage would determine the scope of the fibrosis. As some study reported, KCs could produce various pro-fibrogenic factors, like ROS, and some cytokines such as IL-6, TNF, IL-1, PDGF and TGF-β. In addition, certain enzymes are produced by KCs, covering collagenase and metalloenzyme, which could accelerate the fibrosis via the disturbance of steady state in-vivo. Nevertheless, enzymes abovementioned are non-specific of KCs.

Function of KCs in different phase of carcinoma

As mentioned, the persistent inflammation would cause degeneration and necrosis of hepatocytes, activating cells nearby including KCs. So the cytokines such as IL-6 and TNF, which are secreted by KCs, remain to be at a high level and cause the excessive inflammation as well as the compensative proliferation of residual hepatocytes to form and function of the liver. The cyclic process of hepatocytes death and multiplication could increase the chance of DNA spontaneity mutations and damages, which is considered as the highly risk factors of hepatocellular carcinoma.

At the telophase of HCC process, a large number of new capillaries are found in the tumor, which is the consequence of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) released by KCs. The growth of tumor would slow down on the condition of the macrophages consumption, along with the decrease of the new capillaries as well as the tumor metastasis to liver and peritoneum. That is considered as the indirect evidence that KCs expedite the process of carcinoma. In intravitral fluorescence microscopy, KCs are attracted by the tumor cell, and phagocytize the tumor cells.

In addition, the NO produced by KCs has impact on the tumor together with KCs. A study in which KCs were depleted by gadolinium chloride showed that tumor burden would increase during the exponential growth phase, and decrease at the telophase of tumor growth, which indicates that KCs play an inhibitory role at the early phase and has a stimulatory affect at the later phase on the contrary. But the mechanism is still uncertain.

SUMMARY

KCs play a crucial role in viral hepatitis. KCs could affect the liver in opposite ways. Besides the role as the scavenger to prevent the liver from damage, it does damage on the liver to some degree, which would promote the development of fibrosis and cirrhosis. The lack of specific markers, the overlapping characteristics and sharing functions with macrophages make it difficult to expound the mechanism, and are considered as obstacles to do further research and cure HBV/HCV infection. Controlling the activities of KCs is probably the crux to control the infection of HBV/HCV. Upon the above, discovery of the specific receptors or markers is able to help with further studies of KCs.
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